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#02
Meeting of the Week

From Buenos Aires
Tango for singing and dancins

The first workshop was published on-line last week and taken on board by 30
retirement homes in 3 countries.
On the Internet, it was available for 50 000 people, and was viewed 3 000 times.
On track, so ……….. The second episod of Tango for seniors starts in Argentina with the
warm up exercises of Clarissa...

Share this link with elderly relatives or friends in retirement homes or in their own home.

A recreation of 25 minutes.
3 languages (French, English and Spanish).

On a telephone, tablet, computer or, if you can, television by going via the YouTube link.

If there is a connection problem, send us a request for the file by WeTransfer.
It’s made for singing, moving and dancing ...
It’s to watch and to replay during the week.
With all the team, we are preparing the third episode.

To know what you think of our way of communication with you we have opened an email
address…. A prize for the best testimony.

Winners of the week

This week they are Luce, Director of the home, and Margaux psychomotor therapist,
who led 4 workshops in the rooms which were a great success.
Bravo to Jérémy and Arnaud, as well as to Mr Nadaud; the latter is blind and he
immediately reacted to the music and did the exercises which Margaux described to him.

Two partners support the project.
Le Cassis Boudier and the Chocolaterie de Bourgogne are sending out more and more
to the best testimonials.

They said…

From San Francisco
Simone Lewis, 92 ans

A member of Peninsula Volunteers, the association is a partner of the project,
Simone Lewis used to volunteer each week so that the residents in the Rosener
House Day Care Centre would dance.
In this time of confinement, she talks about it retrospectively while sharing the project's
news, almost daily, on social networks. In the heart of Silicon Valley, Simone testifies...

" I remember Larry who didn't want to dance at all. In September, when Clarissa came, she
invited him to dance the tango.
During my last visit, I had the great surprise and joy to see Larry participate. I will try to find
out if, with your videos, he dances in his living room. "

To be continued with Simone, and the whole Rosener House team ...
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